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Things won’t look all that different. 



Agenda 

Why most things won’t change 

Two areas that will change 

Implications 



The big picture will remain largely the same 

 

Eating and shopping habits take a long time to change 

Most grocery shopping will still be in big supermarkets 

Evolution, not revolution 

 

 

 



Market share vs mindshare 
 

 

 

 

 

 

 

IGD forecasts for UK grocery to 2020 

 

 

£17.2bn 

£183.4bn 

Image:instagram.com/amazon_fresh 



Why do we talk about online so much? 

new 

exciting 

great stories 

lots of new players 

disruption can sneak up on 
you 
 

 



Amara’s law 

 

“We tend to overestimate the effect of a technology 
in the short run and underestimate it in the long run.” 

 
 

 



38% 
of 18-34 year olds would do most or all of their grocery shopping with Amazon if it 

meets their expectations  

(source: Bridgethorne research for The Grocer) 

 



People will still need to eat. 



So what is going to change? 



Our thinking about online will mature 

Today 

lots of new launches 

no-one knows what’s 
working 

panic vs complacency 

converting offline to online 

2020 

fewer, better launches 

we’ll have seen success & 
failure 

more measured response 

native online services 



Shopper behaviour becomes more polarised 
Grocery chores are done online            ‘Experiences’ are sought in store 

easy replenishment 

first-rate logistics 

reliable 

low engagement 

direct debit/standing 
order mindset  

“Just take 
care of this 
for me” 

inspiration 

discovery 

instant pleasure 

food to go (--> moving 
closer to foodservice) 

curation 
“I want to feel 
excited about 
what I buy” 



A new data 
revolution  

Using data to solve the 
problems that really 
matter to consumers 

How do I buy food my 
family will LOVE, is 
good for their HEALTH, 
keeps WASTE to a 
minimum and is 
AFFORDABLE? 

 
 

Image: instagram.com/tescofood 



Lots of apps and services do aspects of this… 
  
 

 

 

 

 

….but no one is making it all come together 



The next big prize  
Whoever works out a truly holistic 
way to help consumers plan, budget 
and find inspiration for their grocery 
shopping is onto a winner. 

 

 
This is the big retailers’ game to 
lose. 



What are the implications? 



A new conversation about value 
 

More data points = “value” 
becomes measurable 

End of price comparison era 
 

 

Image: Hayden Peek 



Encouraging trial becomes even more important 

Online buying can make 
shoppers less promiscuous 

Brands need to front-load 
investment more 

Closer collaboration on in-
store theatre 



Worry about use cases, not business models 
Worry about use cases, not business models 



Thackara’s law 

 

“If you put smart technology into a pointless product, 
the result will be a stupid product.” 
 

 

 
 

 



Thank you  

Email: julia.glotz@thegrocer.co.uk 
Twitter: @juliaglotz 
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